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In their efforts to combat misinformation, YouTube launched the #BeforeYourPlay 
campaign. In it, YouTube claims to reduce the spread of dubious content, 
recommend content from trusted sources, and reward creators of quality content.

However, it is not clear what the impact is of favoring some sources considered 
reliable by the platform over others. According to Gillespie (2022), favoring certain 
channels is a strategy that can generate serious informational imbalances, being as 
it is a type of veiled content moderation.

We carried out an experiment to map the recommendation of informative content 
sources on YouTube during the 2022 election campaign. The expression 
“informative content” is used by Youtube to designate the channels that are 
highlighted on the platform. This category does not include all channels of media 
vehicles, only those considered to be reliable by the platform.

The aim of this study was to identify the main channels and informative content 
whose visibility was accentuated by the YouTube recommendation algorithm 
during the period from August 23 to 30, 2022.
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KEY FINDINGS

Google systematically prioritizes
 Jovem Pan content

In the 18 test visits, the Jovem Pan group channels were identified 
14 times on the first page, with one or more videos. Videos from 
Jovem Pan channels appear as the first suggestion in 55% of the 
tests.

Pro-Bolsonaro content

In our analysis, the most recommended video was the interview 
given by Jair Bolsonaro to the program Pânico, on Friday (26/08). 
The program gave the president space to exalt his current 
government and attack the candidacy of Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva, 
countering the ex-president's interview in Jornal Nacional, held the 
night before.

Recommendation has the effect of advertising 

The recommendation of content has a strong impact on users' 
choices, especially by making them believe that recommended 
videos are based on criteria of relevance, and not guided by 
commercial agreements or other interests.

Feedback loop cycle

The favoring of Jovem Pan by the YouTube recommendation system 
occurs on two levels of mediation: (1) as the first video suggested on 
the homepage and (2) in the recommendation of videos related to 
the first click.

That is, when consuming the content suggested on the first page of 
YouTube, the user is taken to more videos of the channel, diving 
into a self-referenced feedback loop. This phenomenon is called by 
Benkler et al. (2018) a  “propaganda feedback loop” and its impact 
intensifies especially when considering that 70% of what users 
watch is provided to them through recommendations.
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RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM

Who has never opened YouTube to search for a video and ended up watching ten 
others without leaving the platform? That's the power of recommendation 
algorithms. YouTube's video suggestions and autoplay playlists are created by 
algorithms that curate the content offered to users on the platform.

Despite the central role it occupies as a mediator and content distributor, 
YouTube's recommendation algorithm has mechanisms and criteria that are 
still opaque. Furthermore, the impact of recommendation algorithms on users' 
choices is imperceptible to beginners or laymen, which increases their potential 
for manipulation.

THE PLATFORM REINFORCES BUBBLES

A major case study published in 2020 by New America shows that, despite 
YouTube declaring that only 1% of its content is conspiratorial, the problem is 
not in the amount of extremist content, but in its amplification, especially for 
new users.

A variety of research points out that the use of Youtube contributes to the 
radicalization of its users. Based on an article published in Scientific American, 
Zeynep Tufekci refers to YouTube as one of “the most powerful radicalizing 
instruments of the 21st century”. According to Tufekci, thanks to its 
recommendation algorithm, YouTube induces the average user to take deeper 
and deeper dives towards radical content. That is, the consumption of videos 
that deal with trivial topics can lead users to conspiratorial and extremist 
content.

Tufekci's hypothesis is that this occurs for financial reasons, given that the 
platform's revenue depends on the advertising resources of videos watched by 
users, whose attention is more easily won by “incendiary content”. The 
researcher also reports that far-left and far-right channels are commonly 
recommended, even to users with a media diet based on mainstream news 
sources. That is, according to the author, one of the effects consuming videos on 
YouTube is the increase in political polarization and the reinforcement of 
bubbles.

While YouTube said it is working to resolve these issues, MIT Technology 
Review showed that the company has been experimenting with recommending 
content that is increasingly targeted at users and their consumption habits, in 
order to maintain its addictive potential. In an attempt to keep users on the 
platform at any cost, Lauren Bryant (2020) draws attention to the risk that 
YouTube is becoming a powerful tool for recruiting supporters of the far right - 
which could affect the outcome of the elections.
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EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

● To carry out the experiment, we visited YouTube’s homepage simulating the 
experience of a “new user” on the platform.

● In order to do this, we browsed using the incognito tab of  Google Chrome and use 
the ExpressVPN tool, configured to simulate the use of a generic Brazilian user. A 
VPN (Virtual Privacy Network) protects a user's browsing by anonymizing their 
activity and geographic location. A VPN hides the user's real IP address and 
simulates a different IP with random geographic location within Brazil with each 
test

● Data was collected between August 23 and 30, 2022. In this week, the presidential 
candidates were being interviewed in Jornal Nacional, events that reached audience 
records.

● The YouTube homepage was checked between once and three times a day. In all, 
the page was accessed 18 times, all under the conditions outlined here.

● In our visits, we identified which sources of informational content were suggested 
by YouTube on its homepage and the position of the channels on the page. Channels 
of other types were disregarded (eg, music, podcasts, etc.).
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TABLE 1. INFORMATIONAL CONTENT CHANNELS THAT APPEAR
AS FIRST RECOMMENDATION (#1 VIDEO) ON YOUTUBE

In the 18 visits of the experiment, videos of informative content that appear as the first 
suggestion of the platform were collected. After collecting the videos, we identified 
their respective channels.

We identified the most searched terms on Google, according to Google Trends, on the 
same days and times of each visit, in order to compare the relevance of the 
recommended videos with the most searched terms.

Despite the relevance of Globo's newscasts and Band's debate in Google searches, 
content from these stations did not appear as the first recommendation of Youtube at 
the times of the events. That is, the first suggestions from Youtube do not reflect user 
searches on Google.

RESULTS: #1 VIDEOS

DATE TIME #1 VIDEO CHANNEL #1 GOOGLE TRENDS #1 POLITICS GOOGLE 
TRENDS

23/08 22h40 Jovem Pan - Grupo RIC (Jovem Pan) Fluminense x Corinthians Ciro Gomes Jornal Nacional 

24/08 08h Jovem Pan News (Jovem Pan) São Paulo x Flamengo Entrevista Lula

24/08 22h40 UOL São Paulo x Flamengo Entrevista Lula

25/08 08h30 N/A Lula Lula

25/08 13h30 Jovem Pan News (Jovem Pan) Lula Lula

25/08 22h30 Os Pingos nos Is (Jovem Pan) Lula Lula

26/08 09h Jovem Pan News  (Jovem Pan) Grêmio x Ituano Simone Tebet

26/08 13h40 UOL Grêmio x Ituano Simone Tebet

26/08 22h45 Pânico Retrô (Jovem Pan) Grêmio x Ituano Simone Tebet

27/08 10h CNN Brasil Botafogo x Flamengo Debate Band

28/08 13h Pânico Retrô (Jovem Pan) Simone Tebet Simone Tebet

28/08 22h30 UOL Simone Tebet Simone Tebet

29/08 08h30 Jovem Pan News (Jovem Pan) Corinthians x Bragantino Pesquisa Eleitoral  2022

29/08 14h15 Band Jornalismo Corinthians x Bragantino Pesquisa Eleitoral  2022

29/08 22h35 Jovem Pan News (Jovem Pan) Corinthians x Bragantino Pesquisa Eleitoral  2022

30/08 08h35 Jovem Pan News (Jovem Pan) Palmeiras Gorbachev

30/08 14h20 UOL Palmeiras Gorbachev

30/08 23h05 UOL Palmeiras Gorbachev
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Band Jornalismo (1)

INFORMATIONAL CONTENT CHANNELS THAT APPEAR AS FIRST RECOMMENDATION 
(#1 VIDEO) ON YOUTUBE:

N/A (1)

CNN Brasil (1)

The videos from Jovem Pan channels appear as the first suggestion in 10 of the 18 
tests, that is, in 55% of occurrences.

Jovem Pan (10)

UOL (5)

https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=BR


NUMBER OF TIMES CHANNELS ARE RECOMMENDED BY YOUTUBE ON THE FIRST PAGE, 
GROUPED BY COMMUNICATION COMPANY

Exploring the full YouTube homepage, 31 channels of informational content were 
identified, belonging to 20 communication groups, which appeared as suggestions for 
the 18 anonymous users created. Among the 31 channels, 8 belong to the Jovem Pan 
group that appeared 25 times throughout the experiment.

The chart below shows the number of times these channels are suggested on the first 
page, considering that in some tests more than one channel from the same 
communication group appears.
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HOMEPAGE



During the experiment, we also identified the presence of 4 information channels linked to the sports 
universe: ESPN Brasil, which appeared 6 times, Globo Esporte, 4 times, Jovem Pan Esportes, 2 
times, TNT Sports Brasil, 1 time.

We did not include sports channels in the analysis because we do not consider them informative 
channels, but entertainment channels. However, it is worth mentioning that none of these sports 
channels occupied the first position in the analysis period, even when football was the most searched 
topic according to Google Trends.
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● In addition to Jovem Pan, the vehicle that most appeared on the YouTube homepage 
was UOL, 14 times.

● Other recurring channels include CNN Brasil (8 times) which has a strategy of 
rebroadcasting the programming on YouTube, and OCP News, from Santa Catarina, 7 
times.

● In one of the visits, no source of informational content appeared on the YouTube 
homepage.

● In one of the accesses carried out on August 28, the only source of informative content 
recommended was Jovem Pan, showing the video of President Jair Bolsonaro’s 
participation in the Pânico program.

● In our analysis, the video that was most repeated in the tests on the platform's 
recommendation, in different positions, but always on the front page, was the 
interview given by Jair Bolsonaro to Programa Pânico on Friday, August 26th.

INFORMATIONAL CONTENT ON THE 
HOMEPAGE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zD_3rOuP0SQ&t=4071s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zD_3rOuP0SQ&t=4071s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zD_3rOuP0SQ&t=4071s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zD_3rOuP0SQ&t=4071s
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JOVEM PAN NEWS
14  videos on the home page

PÂNICO
4  videos on the home page

In edited versions of the interview 
published on the Pânico, Pânico Retrô and 
Jovem Pan News channels, President Jair 
Bolsonaro blames the STF for the 
mismanagement of the pandemic and 
accuses the institution of threatening 
electoral integrity for an alleged alliance 
with Lula.

Bolsonaro attacked the press and 
questioned confidence in election polls. He 
argued that he is boycotted by journalists 
and Lula benefits, even with PT intending 
to regulate the media “like Ortega, in 
Nicaragua”.

The channel, which has more than 5.5 million subscribers, appeared in 8 of the 18 visits 
we made. In one of the videos, from the Boletim Coppolla program, the commentator 
reads a letter “to the sheriff” Alexandre de Moraes, accusing him of abuse of authority 
and censorship of Bolsonaro supporters in order to benefit Lula.

Bolsonaro's interview on the program was recommended in 8 test visits, with 5 
versions (smaller editions), which together added up to 9.6 million views. 
According to a report by Agência Lupa, Bolsonaro used the interview with Jovem Pan 
to attack institutions.

Considering the content and not the channels, we identified 28 Jovem Pan videos 
that were suggested on the first page of Youtube in the 18 test visits.
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RECOMMENDED VIDEOS FROM JOVEM PAN

In Jornal da Manhã, Lula is criticized for 
refusing the invitation to attend the Jovem 
Pan interview. The presenter accuses the 
candidate of being afraid to answer 
questions about corruption and 
imprisonment.

Another video on the channel claims that 
Lula was benefited during Globo’s Jornal 
Nacional interview, while Bolsonaro was 
“massacred” by journalists.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_4Q2Huoz1o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_4Q2Huoz1o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svCB0hWxcwQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncme0lpdWfI&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svCB0hWxcwQ&t=11s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncme0lpdWfI&t=2s
https://lupa.uol.com.br/jornalismo/2022/08/26/jovem-pan-bolsonaro-urnas
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IH09JBETbI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Jj2KiIUwW4
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OTHER JOVEM PAN CHANNELS
3 videos on the home page

MORNING SHOW
3  videos on the home page

Videos from the 3 in 1 channel focused on 
attacks on Vera Magalhães, with the 
accusation of “whining” at Bolsonaro's 
reaction. The program spread the fake news 
that the journalist had tried to provoke the 
president in the debate.

On the Jovem Pan News - Bauru channel, 
the presenters point out that Lula would 
have been behind Bolsonaro in the Ibope 
poll and would have had more time to speak 
on the Saturday.

In a video from the channel Jovem Pan - 
Grupo RIC, operating in Paraná, presenters 
comment on Bolsonaro's interview in 
Jornal Nacional.

In Os Pingos Nos Is, Lula was presented as 
“a gang leader” and “mentally ill”.

In the program, Rodrigo Constantino said 
that Lula's interview on Globo disgusted 
“good citizens”.

Bolsonaro, on the other hand, is portrayed 
as a YouTube audience record holder and, 
therefore, a much stronger candidate than 
Lula.

Bolsonaro was named the “winner of the 
presidential debate on Band”, and the 
attacks on former Jovem Pan journalist 
Vera Magalhães were considered a high 
point.

In another program, the presenters 
claimed that Jornal Nacional protected 
Lula for “paying more” to Globo through 
advertising during his government.

PINGOS NOS IS
4  videos on the home page

RECOMMENDED VIDEOS FROM JOVEM PAN
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dKI75Qw3F8&t=988s
https://politica.estadao.com.br/blogs/estadao-verifica/vera-magalhaes-provocou-bolsonaro/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPNuJHtAst4&t=200s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SlztF7eYoI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbuuM6zqO-Q&t=17s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dt2YQtzOtBA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aG2KkP6IX1I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KU1JjaCobuc&ab_channel=MorningShow
https://jovempan.com.br/noticias/vera-magalhaes-reforca-o-jornalismo-da-jovem-pan.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5ZBbW5-heI&t=1320s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbuuM6zqO-Q&t=17s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dKI75Qw3F8&t=988s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KU1JjaCobuc&ab_channel=MorningShow
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Using  YouTube Data Tools, we collected the first 50 videos recommended by the 
platform for users who watched one of the 28 videos of the Jovem Pan group. The 
final sample was a total of 107 channels with 1,263 recommendations among them.

In the network grid shown below, the nodes represent the channels which provide 
the videos. The node size corresponds to the volume of recommendations received 
by each channel. The lines represent recommendation relationships between 
channels. The colors indicate communities of channels that are related or close to 
each other, either by the type of content or the practices of users.

The most recommended channels are from the Jovem Pan Group, found on the left 
of the network, in the blue community. This indicates that the user is directed to the 
content of the broadcaster itself, in a “feedback loop” cycle (Benkler et al., 2018).

Jovem Pan's channels polarize with those of the red community, with smaller and 
better distributed hubs, in which legacy media channels predominate, with a limited 
presence of independent media channels.

It is worth noting that in both communities there are channels representing the right 
and left of the political spectrum, both at the level of the mainstream press and 
independent media. What distinguishes channels from the blue community, whether 
left or right, is the intensity of the hyperpartisan bias at the expense, sometimes, of 
journalistic rigor.

YOUTUBE’S RECOMMENDATION NETWORK

NETWORK OF RECOMMENDATIONS COMING FROM
 VIDEOS COLLECTED FROM JOVEM PAN
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https://tools.digitalmethods.net/netvizz/youtube/
https://academic.oup.com/book/26406


A Jovem Pan no ecossistema de mídia brasileiro

BECAUSE JOVEM PAN IS ACCUSED OF SPREADING DISINFORMATION

● During the covid-19 pandemic, Jovem Pan was accused of spreading 
misinformation about vaccines.

● More recently, a reporter was corrected live on the program "Linha de Frente", 
after accusing Lula da Silva of lying in claiming that the MST (Movimento dos 
Trabalhadores Rurais Sem Terra) is the largest producer of organic rice in Brazil.

● On September 6, Jovem Pan was notified by TSE on the charge of spreading false 
news about Workers' Party candidates and of openly pro-Bolsonaro 
propaganda.

BECAUSE JOVEM PAN IS HYPERPARTISAN

● The political favoring of candidates by television channels is prohibited in 
Brazil, so much so that Jovem Pan stopped rebroadcasting the weekly live 
videos of Jair Bolsonaro to avoid accusations of partisanship during the 
electoral period. Jovem Pan is an Open Radio and TV station with public 
concession and has the duty to respect the principle of isonomy in the portrayal 
of politicians, candidates and political projects.

● Jovem Pan openly supports President Jair Bolsonaro, presidential candidate in 
the 2022 elections, which could affect voters’ access to information.

BECAUSE JOVEM PAN IS FAVORED BY YOUTUBE

● YouTube works as a platform for rebroadcasting programs in real time from 
different TV stations, as well as a video repository and recommendation system. 
With an estimated 138 million users in Brazil, YouTube as a media platform has 
a wide audience reach, greater than any radio or TV station in Brazil.

● According to our study, YouTube favors Jovem Pan's visibility on its platform to 
the detriment of other sources of information.

● Specifically, the content produced by Jovem Pan in favor of Jair Bolsonaro is 
being given an advantage on the YouTube platform.

● A report by Revista Piauí also showed that Jovem Pan is favored by Youtube. 
Videos published by the channels that make up the broadcaster's network are 
not taken down by YouTube's sensitive content detection and moderation 
algorithms, only by human action.

● Even when accused of spreading disinformation and hate speech, Jovem Pan 
videos are not taken down or demonetized by YouTube.
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WHY DOES IT MATTER?

Creating an imbalance between
candidates threatens democracy.

https://politica.estadao.com.br/blogs/estadao-verifica/jovem-pan-morte-adolescentes-vacinas/
https://politica.estadao.com.br/blogs/estadao-verifica/jovem-pan-morte-adolescentes-vacinas/
https://www.em.com.br/app/noticia/politica/2022/08/30/interna_politica,1390045/jornalista-e-desmentida-na-jovem-pan-apos-fala-sobre-lula-e-mst.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2022/09/jovem-pan-e-notificada-pelo-tse-em-acao-de-pedido-de-resposta-do-pt.shtml
https://piaui.folha.uol.com.br/materia/jovem-pan-e-o-golpe/
https://piaui.folha.uol.com.br/materia/jovem-pan-e-o-golpe/
https://www.globalmediainsight.com/blog/youtube-users-statistics/
https://piaui.folha.uol.com.br/materia/jovem-pan-e-o-golpe/
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https://blog.youtube/intl/pt-br/inside-youtube/antesdoseuplay/  
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https://theconversation.com/youtubes-algorithms-might-radicalise-people-but-the-real-problem-is-weve-no-idea-how-they-work-129955
https://theconversation.com/youtubes-algorithms-might-radicalise-people-but-the-real-problem-is-weve-no-idea-how-they-work-129955
https://piaui.folha.uol.com.br/materia/jovem-pan-e-o-golpe/
https://doi.org/10.1177/20563051221117552
https://www.globalmediainsight.com/blog/youtube-users-statistics/
https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=BR
https://www.technologyreview.com/2019/09/27/132829/youtube-algorithm-gets-more-addictive/
https://jovempan.com.br/noticias/vera-magalhaes-reforca-o-jornalismo-da-jovem-pan.html
https://www.newamerica.org/oti/reports/why-am-i-seeing-this/case-study-youtube/
https://lupa.uol.com.br/jornalismo/2022/08/26/jovem-pan-bolsonaro-urnas
https://politica.estadao.com.br/blogs/estadao-verifica/vera-magalhaes-provocou-bolsonaro/
https://politica.estadao.com.br/blogs/estadao-verifica/jovem-pan-morte-adolescentes-vacinas
https://tools.digitalmethods.net/netvizz/youtube/
https://blog.youtube/intl/pt-br/news-and-events/esforcos-do-youtube-eleicoes/
https://www.cnet.com/tech/services-and-software/youtube-ces-2018-neal-mohan/
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/youtubes-recommendation-algorithm-has-a-dark-side/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/10/opinion/sunday/youtube-politics-radical.html
https://www.em.com.br/app/noticia/politica/2022/08/30/interna_politica,1390045/jornalista-e-desmentida-na-jovem-pan-apos-fala-sobre-lula-e-mst.shtml
https://www.em.com.br/app/noticia/politica/2022/08/30/interna_politica,1390045/jornalista-e-desmentida-na-jovem-pan-apos-fala-sobre-lula-e-mst.shtml
https://blog.youtube/intl/pt-br/inside-youtube/antesdoseuplay/


TABLE 2. VIDEOS FOUND ON YOUTUBE’S HOME PAGE
PUBLISHED BY JOVEM PAN CHANNELS

CHANNEL VIDEO TITLE VIEWS OCCURRENCES
Pânico Jovem Pan JAIR BOLSONARO - PÂNICO - 26/08/22 4181614 4

Jovem Pan - 3 em 1
Primeiro debate presidencial conta com ataques a Lula e 
Bolsonaro 643866 3

Jovem Pan - Grupo RIC Sobre a entrevista do Bolsonaro 568236 2

Jovem Pan News JORNAL DA MANHÃ - 29/08/2022 698457 1

Os Pingos nos Is Lula dá piti em entrevista e garante que não é corrupto 3452140 1

Morning Show
Noblat, Figueiredo, Constantino e Martinez analisam postura de 
Bonner e Renata com Lula 204617 1

Pânico Jovem Pan Assista à entrevista com Jair Bolsonaro na íntegra 1195466 1

Jovem Pan News JORNAL DA MANHÃ - 30/08/2022 491566 1

Jovem Pan News
Trindade, Motta e Klein analisam sabatina de Lula no Jornal 
Nacional da Globo 327913 1

Os Pingos nos Is
Debate em voto de louvor evidencia incômodo do MP-SP com 
decisões de Moraes 390455 1

Pânico Retrô
BOLSONARO REVELA COMO É BOICOTADO PELA GRANDE 
MÍDIA | Pânico 2022 182426 1

Morning Show Rica Perrone comenta polêmicas de entrevista com Bolsonaro 558178 1

Jovem Pan News
Ciro Gomes é sabatinado pela Jovem Pan; acompanhe na 
íntegra 543074 1

Jovem Pan News
Carta ao “xerife” Alexandre de Moraes, por Caio Coppolla 
#VaiDoutor – Boletim n.124 (25/08/22) 844735 1

Jovem Pan News - Bauru
Em sabatina no JN, Lula fica atrás de Bolsonaro no Ibope e fala 
seis minutos a mais que Presidente 135553 1

Morning Show
Presidenciáveis centram críticas a Bolsonaro e exploram 
corrupção do PT 124167 1

Pânico Retrô
BOLSONARO ABRE O JOGO SOBRE ENTREVISTA NO JORNAL 
NACIONAL | Pânico 2022 2804385 1

Jovem Pan News JAIR BOLSONARO - PÂNICO - 26/08/22 1300610 1

Jovem Pan News
No primeiro debate na TV, presidenciáveis centram críticas a 
Bolsonaro e exploram corrupção do PT 163899 1

Jovem Pan News
Motta e Klein comentam respostas de Bolsonaro e Lula sobre 
Amazônia 113062 1

Jovem Pan News
Marcelo Sampaio relembra começo de carreira e como se 
interessou pelo tema da infraestrutura 4211 1

Os Pingos nos Is
Constantino: Pessoas decentes ficaram com estômago 
embrulhado após entrevista de Lula na Globo 1091174 1

Jovem Pan News
Cientista político avalia primeiro debate dos presidenciáveis na 
TV 548719 1

Jovem Pan News
Bolsonaro diz que venda de estatais podem garantir auxílio de 
R$ 600,00 129787 1

Os Pingos nos Is
Bolsonaro tem as três entrevistas mais vistas do Youtube Brasil 
na história 773423 1

Jovem Pan News JORNAL DA MANHÃ - 26/08/2022 576715 1

Jovem Pan News GUILHERME FIUZA - DIRETO AO PONTO - 29/08/22 345736 1

Jovem Pan News JORNAL DA MANHÃ - 24/08/2022 505283 1
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zD_3rOuP0SQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dKI75Qw3F8&t=190s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dKI75Qw3F8&t=190s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SlztF7eYoI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yjDJzwGiuSo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YbuuM6zqO-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5ZBbW5-heI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w5ZBbW5-heI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDtqlQpD_jA&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYw30f8AMf4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnUHTdgnDhI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnUHTdgnDhI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGu5I_RQIfo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uGu5I_RQIfo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svCB0hWxcwQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svCB0hWxcwQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rzEBtGUjbs0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-NdR0XkDys
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-NdR0XkDys
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncme0lpdWfI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncme0lpdWfI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPNuJHtAst4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPNuJHtAst4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KU1JjaCobuc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KU1JjaCobuc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_4Q2Huoz1o&t=336s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_4Q2Huoz1o&t=336s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zD_3rOuP0SQ&t=22s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSqDnsSYqLY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSqDnsSYqLY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUm9qnsMkCc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUm9qnsMkCc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=Er6z13x8ce4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=Er6z13x8ce4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dt2YQtzOtBA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dt2YQtzOtBA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ch_yOXoKcB4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ch_yOXoKcB4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bRLVgzpU2NY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bRLVgzpU2NY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aG2KkP6IX1I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aG2KkP6IX1I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Jj2KiIUwW4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=11M6vBPu4eA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IH09JBETbI
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